THIS LITTLE SWEDISH FARMHOUSE HAS A BIG PLACE IN THE HEARTS
OF A DANISH FAMILY WHO LIVE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD.
WORDS AND ST YLING ANET TE ECKMANN
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ADDITIONAL WORDS GREG TAYLOR

faraway home

TABLE FROM SCARLET JONES. CHAIR FROM PERFECT PIECES. ANTIQUE FRENCH CHERRY BASKET, WATERING CAN, BASKET AND TEA TOWEL
FROM LILY POND. CUSHION, STYLIST’S OWN. FLOWERS FROM GREAT OCEAN ROAD FLOWERS. FOR STOCKIST DETAILS, SEE PAGE 139.
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A writing desk sits in a corner
of the living room beside the
fireplace. The chair was found
in the barn on the property.
FACING PAGE Surrounded by
forest, the farmhouse is half an
hour from the nearest town.
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CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT The barn that
attracted Nic; an old factory lunchroom table sits
under lamps from The Elephant Patch in nearby
Creswick; in the open-plan living area a still
life by a family friend hangs above a sofa with
cushions from Melbourne’s Spacecraft; the barn
is a favourite spot for meals; Audrey with her pet
bantam. FACING PAGE, CLOCKWISE, FROM

SOME HOLIDAY HOMES ARE further away than others.

Thirteen years ago, after Kristine Lindbjerg Hansen and Michael
Hansen finished renovating their apartment in the Danish capital
of Copenhagen and were looking around for another project,
they decided to go in search of a holiday retreat. They found
a derelict, late 17th-century farmhouse — in another country, in
Sweden — and gradually turned it into a home away from home.
Then they moved to the other side of the world. Sitting in
her office in Sydney’s Lavender Bay, graphic designer Kristine
explains how the family came to live in Australia. “We’d
travelled down here, and to New Zealand, before. Then
Michael was appointed as the Danish consul-general and trade
commissioner in Australia. We arrived — with our sons Oskar,
who is 14, and 10-year-old Carl — nearly four years ago.”
It’s a long way from Sydney’s North Shore to Småland,
a sparsely populated region in southern Sweden. Kristine
runs her company, designing books and catalogues on home
interiors, gardens and art, via the internet. “I can work
anywhere in the world,” she says. But when they return to
Scandinavia, the farmhouse is so deep in the countryside
it has “no internet, no mobile reception, no television,”
says Kristine. In fact, there’s not even a letterbox. “And
that’s why we like it,” she says firmly.
The house, a two-storey timber structure painted in the
traditional ‘Falu Red’, is in an area filled with forests, wild
animals and many lakes, the largest of which is called Orken
and stretches for 25 kilometres. The lakes have lots of small
islands to explore and are also a source of a much-prized
freshwater crayfish, which the family enjoys.
The couple had often visited friends in Småland and
became enthusiastic about the region. When they bought
the house, they decided to renovate from bottom to top.
The upper floor — which seemed almost unused, the exterior
timber still clad in its original bark cover — was turned >

The kitchen is dominated by an old iron
stove. FACING PAGE, CLOCKWISE, FROM
TOP LEFT The cabinet was inherited from
Kristine’s grandmother, who also bequeathed
the vintage duvets that were turned into
cushions; Kristine likes the remote location;
dill gathered for cooking crayfish caught in
a nearby lake; a quiet moment on the porch.
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CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT
The family goes out foraging for
mushrooms; wildflowers from the
forest; ‘Falu Red’ is a traditional
Swedish paint containing iron
oxide, much used on wooden
houses; stripping away recent
coverings in the kitchen revealed
the beautiful original floorboards.
FACING PAGE, CLOCKWISE,
FROM TOP RIGHT The rocking
chair and chest in the living room
were also discovered in the
barn; the old woodshed was
turned into a bathroom; Carl’s
bedroom sits under the eaves.

into bedrooms, with beds and wardrobes built into the
spaces under the eaves. They added a couple of skylights
to enjoy the view of the forest during the day and the
magnificent starlit sky at night.
On the ground floor, the original floorboards were
uncovered. Michael installed basic plumbing — previously
water had to be fetched from a well — and constructed simple
kitchen furniture for which a local cabinetmaker made doors.
Furnishing the house was relatively simple, as luckily many
fine old pieces were found close by. “My advice to people
furnishing a house like ours is to look in the barn and the
attic,” Kristine says. “That’s where we found the best things.
After all, we wished to furnish this place in accordance with
the style of the house. It should be something quite different
from home — in fact, it should be rather marvellous!”
The couple also inherited pieces from their grandparents,
and visited flea markets and auctions around Småland.
Old toys were found and given new life in the children’s
rooms, while new cushions were made using vintage duvets
from the home of Kristine’s grandmother.
Kristine calls it their “summer house”, but in fact the family
has lived there in all seasons. “When we go back to Denmark
now, that is actually our home,” she says. “After all, those small
farms were where people lived all year round — growing their
own food, with one cow, a couple of pigs and a lot of chickens.”
And even here in Sydney, she can reach out to the distant
farmhouse — thanks to the internet. “We have friends in
the area who ride past on their horses and take photographs
— we see them on Facebook.”
So Kristine and Michael are content in the knowledge that
their home away from home will be there when they decide
to return. “It was built in the 1700s,” Kristine says. “After
300 years, it will wait for us.” *
View Kristine’s design work at www.lindbjerggraphic.com.au
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